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This thesis presents a stochastic simulation model of
ground to air and air to ground combat within the combined
arms ground combat environment- The tactics represented,
model capabilities and input requirements are explained
in detail.
A simulated battle is presented with a detailed explana-
tion of the output to enable the reader to appreciate the
potential applications of the model. This model represents
an expansion of STAR, "Simulation of Tactical Alternative
Responses," developed by Wallace and Hagewood [Ref. 15]
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I. INTRODUCTION
The mobility of high performance aircraft and helicopters
has added a new dimension to modern warfare. The tremendous
destructive potential of air to ground munitions requires
that the modern Army, if it is to survive, must be capable
of defense from air attack. Likewise, the ground force
commander must commit his own air assets to change the
ratio of combat power in his favor, capitalizing on the
high mobility afforded by aircraft to meet the threat at
the critical time and place. No modern army can expect
to win unless its maneuver forces make maximum use of
airpower while insuring that its ground forces operate
under a cohesive and extensive umbrella of air defense.
The simulation of tactical alternative responses (STAR)
combined arms model developed by Wallace and Hagewood iRef. 15J
is a battalion level model of combined arms combat repre-
senting two-sided ground to ground weapon systems. This
thesis is an enhancement of STAR incorporating both BLUE
and RED aviation and air defense weapon systems , within the
brigade level combined arms environment
-
The capabilities of the model are discussed in Chapter
II in order to present the reader an overview of the model
with little regard to the mechanics of the computer coding.
Chapter III details the data input requirements for
executing the model. This chapter is included to give the

reader an appreciation of the level of detail and the
flexibility in choosing tactics as well as the control
afforded the user in specifying the values of many key
parameters
.
Chapter IV contains a description of the forces and
tactics used in the sample battle, and Chapter V presents
the sample battle output and discusses it in considerable
detail.
Chapter VII discusses limitations and future model
enhancements envisioned by the authors.
The intent of this thesis is not a detailed documenta-
tion of how the model represents air to ground and ground
to air combat but rather an explanation of capabilities
and the level of detail the model is capable of playing.
The reader interested in the actual computer code and the
detailed documentation of the computer code is referred
to ref. 11 which contains the documentation of STAR-AIR






The purpose of this chapter is to outline the tactics
modelled in STAR-AIR. The structure of the model is
flexible to allow for the expansion of routines to incor-
porate additional tactics. The BLUE air weapon systems
explicitly modelled are the advanced attack helicopter (AAH)
,
the advanced scout helicopter (ASH) and the A-10 fixed-
wing aircraft. The model allows for deployment of the AAH
or A-10 in segregated flights or as members of a joint air
attack team (JAAT) with or without the ASH. RED air weapon
systems explicitly modelled are the Hip and the Hind attack
helicopters. The BLUE air defense weapons include the Man
Portable Air Defense Systems (MANPADS) , mobile missile
systems such as the Roland
,
Chapparal or Patriot,
and the mobile gun systems such as the Vulcan or the Division
Air Defense (DIVAD) Gun. RED air defense weapons include.
the SA-7 MANPADS, the SA-6, SA-8, and SA-9 mobile missile
systems and the mobile gun systems such as the ZSU-23/4.
MANPADS weapons may be represented as individual systems
or as a type of ammunition carried on board systems such
as the Soviet BMP or US Infantry Fighting Vehicle.
The weapon systems and ammunition types represented
in the sample simulation are presented in Table I. Missiles
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guided to a fixed distance from the target and then
terminally guided by on-board guidance or missiles may be
represented as fire and forget type weapons.
B. DETECTION
STAR-AIR allows detections to occur in niimerous ways
depending upon the equipment characteristics being simu-
lated for each weapon system- Aircraft may detect other
aircraft only visually but may detect ground elements
visually or by using thermal imaging equipment. Air Defense
forces may detect aircraft visually or by radar if so
equipped. The use of laser designation equipment by any
element increases the probability of that element being
detected by any opposing element equipped with laser
warning receivers (LWR) , in that the LWR equipped system
is presumed to know exactly the direction in which to
search for the lasing system. The use of radar by any
element increases the probability of that element being
detected by any opposing element equipped with a Radar
Warning Receiver (RWR) in that the RWR equipped system is
presumed to know exactly the direction in which to search
for the radar equipped system. The visual detection process
allows for multiple observers for any element, and a hori-
zontal and a vertical search distribution for all elements.
Air defense forces may detect other ground weapons plat-
forms by visual m.eans only. In any case if an element is
fired at by an opposing element then the firer is detected
13

immediately by the targeted system if it is in the sector
of search of the targeted system. A discrete time-stepped
search effort is conducted periodically by all units with
detection events being scheduled to occur continuously
throughout the remainder of a time interval . The time
interval is a' user input.
When a detection event occurs intervisibility between
the observer and the detected target is again checked. If
either the target is no longer visible to the observer or
if the target is beyond maximum detection range then the
detection is not allowed to occur.
The user may choose for any element whether or not that
element's detections are to be shared with members of his
section or platoon.
C. TARGET SELECTION
The mechanics of the target selection process in STAR-
AIR is essentially unchanged from that of STAR, with the
exception that selection of multiple targets is allowed.
The firer will select his target of highest priority
as a function of the range to prospective targets and the
weapon types of prospective targets. Selection is limited
to those targets which have been detected by the firer
and to which line of sight still exists. Target priorities
are determined from an element's target selection array
which is input by the user. This array consists of three
range bands which are defined as follows: less than 1000
14

meters, between 1000 and 2000 meters and greater than 2000
meters. Each weapon type - system type is assigned a
priority within each range band. When two targets of
equal priority are considered for selection the target
which is closest in range to the firer is selected. Target
selection fire control may be employed in a specific section
or platoon independent of all other sections or platoons.
If fire control by section (platoon) is chosen for a given
element then that element will not select any target which
is currently being engaged by another element of the same
section (platoon). If all of this element's detected
targets are being engaged then it will engage its highest
priority target regardless of the fire control specified.
D. FIRING
For aircraft/ command guided munitions may be fired by
either direct or indirect firing techniques, the latter
case requiring another element to remotely guide the round
to the target. Guidance may be either continuous until
impact or may revert to on-board missile guidance at a
fixed distance from the target.
For the AAH/ASH team the user must specify one of three
modes of operation. In Mode =0, indirect rapid fire is
employed as follows. All AAH's of a platoon are deployed
1 to 2 Km behind the positions of the ASH ' s and remain in
defilade. The ASH selects from one to n targets, n being
specified by the user. The ASH then selects the AAH with
15

the most command guided missiles remaining, and directs
the AAH to fire missiles in the proper direction at the time
increment specified by the user until each target has been
engaged. In this mode even if a target is not a catas-
trophic kill the ASH will not reengage this target until
all remaining targets that were selected for this engage-
ment series have been engaged. After engaging the last
target the exposed time of the ASH is checked. If the ASH
is approaching his exposed limit (user input) then he masks
otherwise another target selection is initiated.
In Mode = 1, direct ripple fire is employed. All
AAH's and ASH's are deployed in forward positions of an
attack area. Each ASH will team with an AAH. The ASH
will select two targets and the AAH will fire two missiles
in succession. As the ASH directs the first missile the
AAH directs the second missile. Any AAH's not teamed
with an ASH will target select and engage targets in accor-
dance with the fire control specified- Each aircraft will
mask and popup again in accordance with the EXPOSED. LIMIT
and HIDE. TIME parameters which are input. In Mode = 1
operation, paired AAH/ASH teams will always m.ask and popup
together.
In Mode = 2, autonomous direct fire is employed. Again
all aircraft are deployed forward. The ASH's may share
target information with the AAH's but the AAH will select
its own targets. Any command guided munitions will be self-
illuminated. All masking and popup will be done individually.
16

For fixed-wing aircraft, in particular the A-10, firing
is limited to one target per pass over the target area.
There are no limitations on the munition types to be
represented, however, all target selection and firing is
done autonomously.
"All aircraft may have as a user selected option a
mission abort criteria. If mission abort is chosen then
whenever an aircraft detects that it has been fired upon
it will immediately abort any mission in progress and will
mask.
Air defense firing tactics allow for numerous user
selected options. For gun systems the number of bursts
and the burst size may be varied by type of target, either
helicopter or fixed-wing and by target range. A ripple
fire range and the number of rounds or bursts to be fired
may be selected, resulting in a higher probability of kill
for targets engaged within the specified ripple range.
The user may specify a reload time for those systems which
carry additional munitions on-board that are not in a
ready to fire configuration. A system that has consumed
all of its ready munitions will not be allowed to fire
until reload has been accomplished.
For both aircraft and air defense forces refire tactics
upon impact are available to the user as follows. If the
target is not destroyed either no action, another target
select or a refire of the same target may be selected. The
17

user also specifies the maximum number of times that the
same target will be reengaged. If the target is destroyed
either no action may be selected or another target selection
may be immediately effected. For aircraft using popup
tactics the exposed time since last masking is checked
after every engagement. If the user input EXPOSE. LIMIT
since last masking is being approached (within 10 sees)
then a masking is effected rather than selecting one of
the reengagement options discussed above.
For automatic weapons and fire and forget missiles
every firing results in an impact and an assessment. How-
ever, for command guided missiles impacts are treated much
differently. If a missile is command guided by the firer
then the validity of the guidance is checked at a fre-
quency specified by the user throughout missile flight
until impact. If line of sight between the firer and the
target is lost or if the firer is destroyed prior to impact
then the missile is adjudged a miss. If the missile is
command guided for part of its flight and then reverts to
terminal homing a final check of the guidance is made at
the point of guidance change and all subsequent checks are
made at impact.
, i
For the case of indirectly fired missiles guided by a
remote source such as an ASH the above checks are conducted
but an additional check is made to determine that the missile
18

was successfully acquired by the remote illumination source.
All validity checks are then made with the ASH as if it
were the firer, that is, line of sight between the ASH
illuminating the missile and the target is checked as well
as the alive/dead status of the ASH. All Air Defense missiles
are evaluated in the same way as the aerial missile systems
depending only upon the characteristics of the missile.
At the present time accuracy and lethality computations ik<-<^ . ^
are done in a simplified manner as a function of range to
the target. Upon receipt of data to support these computa-
tions more realistic computations will be performed for
both accuracy and lethality.
F. AIRCRAFT MOVEMENT
Movement for air defense elements in STAR-AIR is per-
formed in the same manner as for all other ground elements
including redeployment and movement to alternate positions.
Manportable air defense systems (MANPADS) such as the
Stinger or SA-7 are moved with the designated troop carrier
or BMP. The user should refer to Ref. 11, Naval Postgraduate
Technical Report, for further information concerning Air
Defense movement. The user designates which systems must
stop to engage targets and which systems are allowed to
fire on the move.
All aircraft movement is done along preplanned routes
from rear bases to forward areas and along temporary routes
from the forward areas to specific attack positions.
19

Helicopters operat'^ing in a popup mode of attack may be
redeployed from indirect fire positions to direct fire
positions but once a helicopter is in position no actual
movement is accomplished. Instead, the helicopter's height
above ground is varied to simulate popping up to engage
targets and popping down again for cover and concealment.
Fixed wing aircraft are represented in an attack area
as flying along an orbiting route which terminates at a
preplanned attack position from which targets are acquired
and engaged. If a target selection is made by a fixed
wing aircraft a^temporary attack route is dynamically
constructed and, after the aircraft breaks off the attack,
another temporary route is constructed to return the aircraft
to its orbiting path for another target selection.
Joint Air Attack Teams CJAAT) may be represented in which
case all deployment or redeployment of the JAAT team is
done as a- team, including returning to their respective
bases for rearming and refueling. The JAAT team will return
to base when either flight's time in the air has expired
or when both flights' ammunition expenditure levels have
been reached, whichever occurs first.
Resupply by air and general purpose flights may be
accomplished along preplanned routes except that only one
stop may be made at the end of the route at which point the
aircraft will return to base along the same route.
Flights of aircraft operating as a maneuver force may be
represented as well as a fire support force. In the case of
20

maneuver, all redeployment orders are generated in the
same manner as for the ground forces.
The user may specify for any given mission whether
targets of opportunity may be engaged while the flight
is in route to an attack area. Non-combatant aircraft
may detect targets and be detected. Such aircraft may
also be armed with either air to ground or air to air
munitions.
G. REDEPLOYMENT
Redeployment of attack aircraft for BLUE forces from
one attack area to another may be accomplished to support
ground force's requests in accordance with the current
tactical situation. Those flights designated as fire
support may be deployed or redeployed to any preplanned
attack area while those designated as maneuver forces may
deploy only to those attack areas preplanned for maneuver
forces. RED forces will deploy forward along a single
route from one attack area to the next in accordance with
the maneuver scheme of the accompanying ground forces.
All RED aircraft redeploymjiet is triggered by the average
number of detected targets in the target lists of the
aircraft of a flight falling below a user input threshold.
For example, if 2 had been input as the threshold then
the RED flight supporting the attack would redeploy forward
to the next preplanned attack area along the axis of advance
if the average number of detected targets in the target
21

lists of the aircraft of that flight fell below 2. The
user may implement any desired deployment scheme such as
the one-third rule wherein one-third of the available
air assets are in the target area at all times while the
remaining aircraft are en route or refueling and reainning.
At the start of the simulation, flights of aircraft
may be placed at rear bases or in forward attack areas as
the user desires. Aircraft may not be placed along a route
at the start of simulation. All members of a JAAT team
that are placed in attack positions at the start of the
simulation must be placed in the same attack area. However,
JAAT team members need not be based at the same airfield.
H. BLUE AIR AUGMENTATION
The user may represent non-organic air augmentation
.
for specific types of aircraft or for JAAT teams by
designating Corps Air Augmentation as available. A brigade
order for maneuver battalions to redeploy will generate a
request for air augmentation to the three attack areas that
support the three maneuver battalions. If Corps Air Augmen-
tation is available then all three attack areas will re-
ceive air support. If Corps Air Augmentation is not avail-
able then only those organic flights of aircraft available
at rear bases will be committed and the designation of
ground areas to receive air support is determined by the
weighting scheme and priorities input by the user in the
ground model. For a discussion of these weighting schemes
and priorities see ref. 11.
22

III. PROGRAM INPUT VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter outlines the data input requirements and
fully defines all variables and data arrays that must be
input. It is hoped that the reader, through reading the
definitions of the input variables described herein, will
develop a better understanding of the model capabilities
as well as an appreciation of the level of detail and the
flexibility afforded in the choice of tactics and the
values of many key parameters.
Appendiji C contains the actual values used in the sample
simulation described in Chapters IV and V. The dat^ is
unclassified and is solely used to exercise the mgdel.
No conclusions should be inferred from the data as to
weapon system capabilities or limitations.
In general all data values may be input in free field
format meaning that specific columns of a computer card
or data storage record need not be used for specific values
except that each entry must be separated by at least one
blank space. Integer values must be input without decimal
points. Zeroes must be input where applicable. Real values
may be input with decimal points or, for whole numbers,
without decimal points.
The order of presentation of the input variables and
arrays corresponds to the sequence in which they are read
in by the program.
23

B. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES INPUT BY ROUTINES MAIN AND
INITIALIZE
The variables described in this section are read in by-
routines JIAIN and INITIALIZE. The actual values used for
the sample simulation can be found at Table X of Appendix
C.
AIR. ADA - An integer global variable which identifies
the input device to be used to read in all STAR-AIR input.
This variable must be read by the MAIN program as it is used
to identify the input device to the other STAR-AIR routines.
AIR2.ADA - An integer global variable which identifies
the output device to be used to output the results of the
simulation.
IN. ECHO - An integer global variable which must be
input as a zero or* one. A zero value will suppress the
output of all input data while a value of one will cause
all input data to be echo printed after it is read by the
program.
ACIADA, AC2ADA - Integer local variables which identify
the starting number and the final number for the BLUE air
defense and aircraft units to be input. All BLUE air and
ADA forces to be simulated must be input in consecutive
order with the first given name ACIADA and the last given
name AC2ADA. The aircraft which may be used as Corps Air
Augmentation must not be included in this group. For the
sample simulation ACIADA and AC2ADA are 1 and 34 respectively
indicating that the BLUE forces are numbered consecutively
from 1 to 34.
24

AC3ADA, AC4ADA - Integer local variables which identify
the starting number and the final number for the RED air
defense and aircraft units. Again, all numbers must be
consecutively input starting with AC3ADA and ending with
AC4ADA. There is no allowance for RED Air Augmentation.
For the sample simulation ACSADA and AC4ADA are 3 5 and 73
respectively.
R. NUM. ALIVE - An integer global variable which is the
total number of RED elements to be represented.
B. NUM. ALIVE - An integer global variable which is the
total number of BLUE elements to be represented
-
DELTA. T - A real global variable representing the time
interval in seconds between successive schedulings of the
^ event STEP. TIME. Event STEP. TIME initiates the ground to
ground detection process.
N . COMPANY . COMMANDER - An integer global variable that
represents the total number of companies, RED and BLUE,
that will be represented.
N . PLATOON . LEADER - An integer global variable that
represents the total number of platoons, RED and BLUE,
that will be represented.
SUBNAME - An alpha-numeric array in which the abbre-
viated names of program subroutines are stored. SUBNAME
is used with the diagnostic or trouble shooting logic.
QQ - An alpha-numeric array in which the abbreviated
names of each weapon type is stored. QQ array is used in
25

printing the results of engagements to aid in quickly
identifying weapon types.
C. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES INPUT BY ROUTINES B. FORCES
AND R. FORCES
The variables read in by routines B. FORCES and R. FORCES
are the attributes that must be read in that describe the
individual elements in the simulation. Routine B. FORCES
creates each BLUE element and assigns the input value to
the attribute variables listed below. Routine R. FORCES
does the same for the RED forces. The actual values used
for the sample simulation can be found at Table XI in
Appendix C.
The required data input for any air or ADA element is
described below. Those attributes which have been bit
packed to save core storage are indicated by an asterisk,
followed by a number which indicates the largest possible
value allowed. Numbers larger than those indicated will
be truncated by modular arithmetic and only the remainder
form will be stored. All input attributes are integers.
NAME (*2047) - The sequence number of the element.
Within each group of elements created the names must be
input sequentially. Errors will cause program execution
to cease and an error message will be printed.
COLOR (*1) - A 1 indicates a BLUE element and a
indicates a RED element.
26

SYS. TYPE (*153) - The system type for the element.
Type = (3) identifies manportable Air Defense weapons.
Type = (6) identifies all other Air Defense weapons and
Type = (5) identifies aircraft. See Table I in Chapter II
for all other SYS. TYPE codes.
WPN.TYPE (*127) - The weapon type within the given system
type of an element. For System Type 3, the manportable
ADA weapons must be the first weapon types for the carrier
reload logic. See Table I in Chapter II for all other
WPN.TYPE codes.
SEC(*3) - The numerical section designation for an
element, maximum of 3 sections per platoon.
PLT(*511) - The numerical platoon designation for an
element. Must be consecutively numbered with no duplication.
CO(*255) - The numerical company designation for an
element. Must be consecutively numbered with no duplication.
BN(*31) - The numerical battalion designation for an
element.
COCDR(*2047) - The name (sequence number) of this
element's company commander. The company commander must
be input prior to inputing any members of his company.
PLTLDR(*2047) - The name of this elements' platoon
leader. The platoon leader must also be the first element
of his platoon that is input.
SECLDR(*20 47) - The name of this element's section
leader. Again, the section leader must also be the first
27

element of his section input. For model purposes a company
commander must also be his own platoon leader and section
leader. Likewise a platoon leader must also be his own
section leader.
M0DE(*7) - The attack mode which designates which
helicopter tactics are to be employed. Mode = 2 designates
autonomous operations while Mode = 1 designates ripple
fire of command guided munitions and Mode = designates
indirect rapid fire with another element guiding the round
from a direct fire position.
VEH.TYPE (*15) - A code number used by basic STAR to
identify the vehicle type for a given weapon system.
PROLE (* 3) - The primary role of the element. A
PROLE = (1) identifies all ADA elements, A PROLE = (2)
identifies all aircraft, and A PROLE = CO) identifies all
other ground elements.
MR0LEC*7) - The mission role of an aircraft. AN
MROLE = (.0) identifies combat aircraft either at a base
or to be initially placed in a forward attack area. AN
MROLE = (7) identifies all other aircraft such as supply,
remotely piloted vehicles or administrative vehicles. No
other MROLE values may be input. MROLES of 1 through 6 are
dynamically set and changed during the simulation to identify
the aircraft mission status. The following is a definition
of these MROLEs.




AN MROLE = (2) identifies aircraft returning to base
from an attack area.
AN MROLE = (3) identifies an aircraft employing
popup tactics in an attack area.
AN MROLE = (4) identifies an aircraft that has
arrived at the control point associated with an attack
area and is deploying to its attack position within that
attack area.
AN MROLE = (5) identifies an aircraft employing
run in dynamic attack tactics.
AMM01(*127), AMM02(*255), AMM03 (*4095) , and AMM04 (*4095) -
The initial ammunition load for ammunition types 1, 2, 3
and 4 respectively. Only Air Defense elements need ammuni-
tion loads to be input. For aircraft the initial load will
be initialized by routine RESUPPLY.
N0.0BS(*7) - The number of visual observers that are
actively engaged in the target acquisition process. For
an aircraft with 3 crew members that might be 1, 2 or 3
depending on the duties of the crew.
CG.ML^ITI0N(*1) - Designates AMMO type 1 as being
a command guided munition when initialized to one. A zero
implies AMMOl is not command guided. Only AMMOl may be
command guided or command guided, terminal homing.
RADAR (*1) - A one identifies those elements equipped
with acquisition radars. A zero indicates no radar equipment.
VAREA(*511) - The visual area of search for all aircraft
and air defense except for those long range air defense
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systems without visual observers in which case VAREA is
the radar area of search. The area must be input in degrees
and cannot exceed 360°.
THERMAL (*1) - A one identifies those elements with
thermal imaging equipment while a zero indicates no thermal
equipment for target acquisition purposes.
RWR(*1) - A one indicates those aircraft with radar
warning receivers, A zero indicates no radar warning
receivers.
LSS(*1) - A one indicates elements equipped with laser
spot seekers while a zero indicates no laser seekers.
LSD(*1) - A one indicates a laser designator/illuminator
while a zero indicates no laser designater.
BASE(*127) - All aircraft must be assigned a base or
airfield number which corresponds to the number of a pre-
planned base area.
P0S.IN.PLT.AREA(*31) - The position in the platoon area
for a specific element, allows for dispersement of aircraft
at bases as well as preplanned attack positions for each
aircraft.
LWR(*1) - A one indicates elements equipped with
laser warning receivers while a zero indicates no laser
receivers
.
DET.SEC(*1) - A one indicates that this element will
share all detections with other members of his section.
A zero will preclude sharing detections.
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DET.PLTC*!) - A one indicates an element will share all
detections with other members of his platoon. A zero will
preclude sharing detections. If DET.PLT is set to 1 then
DET.SEC should be set to to avoid unnecessary computa-
tions since every element in a given section must also be
in the same platoon.
SEL.SEC(*1) - A one indicates that section fire control
will be implemented by a given element. A zero indicates
no section fire control.
SEL.PLT(*1) - A one indicates that platoon fire control
will be implemented. As above for the detection sharing
only one of the two fire control plans should be set to
one for any given element.
MSN. ABORT C*l) - A one designates those aircraft which
will abort a mission in progress, seeking cover immediately,
once the element detects it has been engaged.
P0P.UP(*1) - A one designates helicopter popup tactics
are to be employed. A zero indicates that dynamic attacks
will be employed.
D. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES INPUT BY ROUTINE TEMP.GRD.POS
The variables read in by routine TEMP.GRD.POS deal with
the position attributes of all ground systems to include
Air Defense. The actual values used for the sample simula-
tion can be found at Table XII, Appendix C. Aircraft
position information is read in by routines AIRl.INIT and
AIR2.INIT which are discussed in Sections E and F of this
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chapter. The position attributes read in by routine
TEMP.GRD.POS are as follows:
X. CURRENT - An element's X coordinate.
Y. CURRENT - An element's Y coordinate.
SPD - The speed at which the element will travel.
PRl.DIR - The element's primary direction of search.
DIR.OF.MVMT - The element's direction of movement.
It should be noted that when STAR-AIR is incor-
porated with basic STAR the input of the above five
position attributes is done by other routines of STAR so
routine TEMP.GRD.POS will not be utilized.
E. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES AND ARRAYS INPUT BY ROUTINE
AIR. UNIT
The variables and arrays described in this section are
read in by routine AIRl.INIT. The actual values used for
the sample simulation are found at Table XIII, Appendix
C.
NO.ATK.AREA - An integer, global variable designating
the total number of both BLUE and RED preplanned attack
areas, to include assembly areas and bases.
NO.POS - An integer variable which designates for each
attack area the number of preplanned attack positions
within that attack area. Attack positions are sequenced
from 1 to NO.POS for each attack area with the position
number in the attack area corresponding to the temporary
attribute of an aircraft, POS . IN.PLT.AREA, the aircraft's
position in platoon area. For any given aircraft the
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position number input (POS . IN.PLT.AREA) will determine
the position that this aircraft will occupy in any attack
area to which it deploys. As an exception, a BLUE attack
helicopter may redeploy once from its indirect fire position
to a direct fire position, after which it will always
occupy the direct fire position.
L - An integer, local variable used to check the input
sequence of attack positions.
ATK.POS(I,J) - Real, 2-dimensional global arrays, one
per attack area, with I varying from 1 to 4 and J varies
from 1 to the NO. POS for each attack area. An example of
an attack position input follows:
1 (NO.ATK.AREA)
2 (NO. POS)
1 4500 1600 37.5 0. (Position No. 1)
2 4700 1625 18.7 . 252 (Position No . 2)
In this example one attack area is specified with 2
attack positions. Position No. 1 is located at X-coordinate
4500 and Y-coordinate 1600. The height above the ground
(or ground and trees, if trees are present) for target
acquisition is 37.5 meters and the primary direction or
angle is radians. The attack position array for this












1 1 2 5
2 1 7 15
The pointer value for each attack position is stored in
an array called ATK.AREA and is accessed by the attack area
number. Therefore, it is necessary to input at least one
attack position for each attack area. Secondly, all attack
areas must be sequentially numbered starting with one.
ATK.ROUTE(I,J) - An integer, 2 dimensional global array
containing the route numbers and final control points for
the associated route for aircraft movement from base to




To reach attack area 3 the appropriate route is route 5
and the final control point for this attack area alo'ng
route 5 is 15.
ZEROL - A real global variable which is used as a
mathematical convenience to redefine very small numbers as
zero. A typical value used is .0000001 which is then used
to test numbers in absolute value. A number smaller than
the above is considered to be zero.
AC. DELTA. T - A real, global variable which is the time
interval between successive target acquisition events
(Event AC. STEP. TIME) for aircraft detection of ground or
air elements and for all ground elements detecting air-
craft. AC. DELTA. T should be smaller than DELTA. T which is
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the corresponding ground-to-ground time interval for
detecting events but should not be smaller than 5 seconds.
A typical value used is 10 seconds.
MNDRNG - A real, global variable within which any element
is presumed to automatically detect any opposing element
to whom line of sight exists. A typical range of values is
100 to 500 meters.
MXDTIME - A real, global variable greater than 3
seconds used to preclude scheduling of detection events
for elements when the computed time to detect is large.
A typical value is 99 seconds. dd^^ohj>- <m:ah^ /
MNDTIME - A real, global variable used as the detection
time for all detections resulting from automatic detections
for minimum, detection range.
PVG, PVM, PVH - Real, global variables defining the
percentage of visual vertical search effort expressed as a
fraction expended for ground level, medium level and high
level search respectively. The sum of PVG, PVM and PVH must
equal 1. Values for the sample battle simulated are .6,
.3 and .1 respectively.
R.MIN, R.MED - The vertical angle measured from horizon-
tal separating the ground level to medium and the medium
level to high altitude search effort. Since a discrete
visual search effort includes a 30° angle R.MIN and R.MED
should be 30'' apart. Both angles are input in degrees and
then converted to radians . Values for the sample battle
simulated are 15 and 4 5 degrees respectively.
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NlWPNS - An integer global variable indicating the
total number of weapon systems with PROLE of 1; that is,
air defense.
N2WPNS - An integer global variable indicating the
total number of weapon systems with PROLE of 2; that is,
aircraft.
AIR. SPEED (I, J) - A real, 2-dimensional array where I
ranges from 1 to 4 and J varies from 1 to N2W.PJSIS. For each
aircraft weapon type the user must assign 4 values. The
first value is the estimated aferage cruising speed for level
flight. The second value is the estimated average climbing
speed for vertical or near vertical flight. The third value
is the positive, estimated minimum speed for flight at near
zero altitude above ground level; for example, the aver-
age speed of a helicopter following a nap of the earth
flight plan at the treetops or in the trees. Finally, the
fourth value is the minimum altitude for which the average
horizontal flight speed can be maintained. An example of










2 5 meters/second climbing
15 meters/second minimum





AMMOLOADd, J) - An integer 2-dimensional global array
with I ranging from 1 to 4 for the four ammunition types
and J varying from 1 to N2WPNS for each aircraft weapon
type. This array contains the values for the basic load
of each aircraft weapon type.
AMMOFRCT(I,J) - A real 2-dimensional global array with
I and J ranging as in AMMOLOAD. This array contains the
fractional levels of the initial basic load of a given AMMO
type weapon type which may generate a return to base event,
f,
For a given aircraft type all AMMO types with which the
aircraft is armed must fall below this fraction for a
return to base event to be generated. For mixed
flights that contain two types of aircraft
either aircraft type may generate a return to base
for the entire flight. For JAAT teams both flights must
meet the AMMO expended level before a return to base
will be effected for ammunition expenditure. If an aircraft
is not armed a return to base will not be generated. Simi-
larly an armed aircraft in a mixed flight may be disregarded
for an ammunition return to base by inputting all zero's
in the appropriate columns of the AMMOFRCT array for that
aircraft.
RDRMAXDRNG CI/ J) - A real, 2-dimensional global array
containing the values of the radar minimum detection range
for aircraft and air defense elements. The first row applies
to ADA while the second row applies to aircraft, in accordance
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with the PROLE of the element. The columns of this array
apply to the weapon type of the element. This convention
will be adhered to for the other jagged arrays to follow.
In each case the first row will contain NIWPNS entries and
the second row N2WPNS entries.
RDRMAXDRNG(I,J) - A real, Z-dimensional global array
containing the values of the maximum detection range
capability of a system.
RDRMINALTCI/ J) - A real, 2-dimensional global array
containing the values of the minimum altitude for which a
radar system may acquire targets at maximum range.
RDRAREACI, J) - A real, 2-dimensional global array con-
taining the values of the area (in degrees) of coverage of
a radar system.
THMAXDRNGCI, J) - A real, 2-dimensional global array
containing the values of the thermal maximum detection
range of a system.
LSMAXDRNG (I, J) - A real 2-dimensional global array
containing the values of the laser maximum detection range
of a laser spot seeker (LSS)
.
THAREACI,J) - An integer, 2-dimensional global array
containing the values of the thermal detection devices
area of converage (in degrees) for a system.
THSECTCI/J) - An integer, 2-dimensional global array
containing the values of the thermal detection devices'
angular sector (in degrees) for an instantaneous glimpse.
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The THSECT value may be no larger than the THAREA desig-
nated. An example might be a system that has an area of
2 degrees over which a device may be directed and a
sector of 5 degrees of view for any given direction.
FRRDRON(I,J) - A real, 2-dimensional global array con-
taining values for the fraction of time that a given radar
system is allowed to operate. If blinking of the radar <Sa/A ^ j.
is not desired then the input value should be 1. *
F. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES AND ARRAYS INPUT BY ROUTINE
AIR.2INIT
The Variables and arrays described in this section are
read in by routine AIR2.INIT. The actual values used for
the sample simulation can be found at Table XIV in Appendix
c.
FIRSTACSECONDAC - Integer, global variables which assign
positions in platoon areas for any non-popup aircraft such
as A-lO's. The platoon leader's section will deploy to
position FIRSTAC while all members of the other section
will deploy to position SECONDAC. If both BLUE and RED
forces employ fixed-wing aircraft then all attack positios
must be planned such that the dynamic attack positions are
numbered the same for both forces.
ACACQHT - Integer, global variable which specifies the
height above ground level to which fixed-wing aircraft
will rise during the target acquisition phase of the orbit
route. This value must be large enough to insure detections
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may be made yet small enough to preclude unnecessary aircraft
exposure to opposing ADA systems. A range of typical
values would be from 35 meters to 75 meters. «^ <-^ lo
AC.TIM.CRIT - A real, global variable which acts as
a filter to preclude small aircraft movements for periods
of time smaller than AC.TIM.CRIT. A typical value used
is .5 seconds.
B.LAST.FWD.POS - An integer, global variable specifying
the highest numbered forward attack position for all BLUE
preplanned attack areas.
B. INDIRECT. COUNT - An integer, global variable speci-
fying the total number of indirect firing positions for
AAH aircraft. By way of example, if the largest platoon
of helicopters contains 3-ASH's and 5-AAH's then the attack
positions should be ordered as follows:
Positions 1, 2 and 3: Forward positions for ASH
Positions 4, 5, 5, 7, 8: Forward positions for AAH
Positions 9, 10, 11, 12, 13: Indirect positions for AAH
In this example B .LAST,FWD.POS is 8 and B . INDIRECT. COUNT
is 5. If the AAH occupying position 9 is redeployed for-
ward it will deploy to position 4, that is 9 - 5 (B. INDIRECT.
COUNT)
.
NO. SORTIES - An integer, global variable describing the
number of AIR. SORTIES to be input, excluding any potential
Corps Air Augmentations. Every flight of aircraft is
organized as a platoon for model purposes with either one
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or two sections. Each platoon of aircraft is associated with
one and only one AIR. SORTIE, a temporary entity which con-
tains numerous attributes (in addition to the attributes
of the elements) which describe the mission and limitations
of those aircraft comprising the flight. AIR. SORTIES
designated as JAAT are further cross-referenced with the
AIR. SORTIE of the JAAT member. For each AIR. SORTIE planned
the following data values (attributes) must be input.
NAM(*4095) - The sequence number or name of the AIR. SORTIE
Each AIR. SORTIE must be input sequentially and the sequence
must start with 1.
AVL.TIME(*1048576) - The earliest time in seconds that
this AIR. SORTIE is available to be launched. For implemen-
tation o^ the one-third rule available times may be staggered
to preclude an earlier launch of a platoon by the deployment/
redeployment logic.
LDR(*4095) - The name of the platoon leader for this
AIR.SORTIE's associated platoon.
LNCH.TIMEC*1048575) - The scheduled time for this
flight to be launched, barring an earlier deployment by the
deployment/redeployment logic.
TOT. F. TIME (*65535) - The total flight time in seconds
for this AIR. SORTIE including flight to and from the attack
areas. This time will be used to generate a return to
base.
HT.OF.FLT(*65535) - The height, in meters, that this
flight will fly above the AIR. ROUTE sepecified for
transiting to and from bases and attack areas.
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EST. FLT. TIME (*65535) - An estimate in seconds of the
time for this flight to transit one way from base to the
most forward attack position. For deployment/redeployment
considerations it should be noted that a return to base
will be scheduled for an AIR. SORTIE in TOT. FLT. TIME minus
two times the EST. FLT. TIME, time units.
TRN.A.TIME (*65535) - An estimate of the time required
for rearming and refueling this flight after returning to
base. An AIR. SORTIE will not be relaunched from its base
until the amount of time indicated by TRN.A.TIME has expired.
COMPLEXION (*1) - A indicates a RED sortie while a
one indicates a BLUE sortie.
MIN.TIME (*6 553 5) - The minimum amount of time that a
BLUE sortie will spend in any given attack area before a
redeployment is allowed to occur.
t-lAX.TIME C*6553 5) - The maximum length of time that a
sortie will spend in a given attack area prior to redeploy-
ment to another attack area of equal criticality.
MIN.RNG (*65535) - A range within which a fixed number
of opposing forces may trigger a redeployment to an alternate
firing position or may trigger a mode change for attack
helicopters from indirect to direct fire role.
MAX.NO(*127) - The critical number of opposing forces
which will trigger the redeployment described above.
NO.ACl, NO.AC2(*15) - The number of aircraft of type 1
and 2 respectively which make up a mixed sortie.
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NO. 1, NO. 2(*255) - The weapon type of the aircraft
type 1 and 2 respectively.
JAAT(*4095) - The number (NAM) of the AIR. SORTIE that
this AIR. SORTIE is teamed with. A zero indicates this
flight is not a joint air attack team member.
FS.M(*1) - A zero indicates the mission of this flight
is fire support while a one indicates a maneuver force.
This is the final input attribute for an AIR. SORTIE. After
the last AIR. SORTIE has been input the air missions must
be input
.
NO.MSNS - The number of air missions preplanned, up to
a maximum of one per AIR. SORTIE input. If a mission is not
input for a particular AIR. SORTIE then that sortie will
remain at the base until a ground request for air support
is received. All maneuver forces and general purpose flights
must have a mission input. An exception to the above is
that an attack flight with either a fire support or maneuver
mission may be initially placed in an attack position, in
which case no mission should be input for this flight. A
mission which is input for a fire support flight may be
changed by a higher priority air request received prior to
the launching of the flight. If no air requests are gen-
erated a flight will continue to execute the last mission
received after each return to base for rearm and refuel.
AREA - An integer variable describing the number of the
attack area designated for a sortie.
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NUMB - An integer variable corresponding to the sequence
number (NAM) of the appropriate AIR. SORTIE.
MSN - An integer variable agreeing with the popup attri-
bute of the aircraft in the flight. A zero indicates
dynamic attack, tactics and a one indicates popup tactics.
URG - An integer variable which when set to one will
allow detections and engagements while en route to the
objective area. A zero value will preclude such events
from occurring during ingress to an attack area.
In the input sequence after the final mission
has been input AIRREQUESTS may be input next. Although an
AIRREQUEST is usually generated by the ground tactical situa-
tion AIRREQUESTS may also be input initially to exercise
the deployment logic or to effect the corps air augmentation.
All AIRREQUESTS are filed in a set ranked by highest
criticality, then by lowest priority then by highest
weight. The input variables and definitions are as follows.
N. AIRREQUESTS - An integer variable describing the
number of AIRREQUESTS to be input.
TGT.POS - An integer variable containing the number of
the ground area from which the request for air support is
coming. This ground area number is converted by using
the array AGLINK to the corresponding air attack area
designated for support.
PRIORITY, WGHT - Integer values assigned by the ground
forces planner for priority and then weight within priorities
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for ground air support requests. For creating Corps Air
Augmentation these values may each be input as one's.
MSN.CRIT - An integer variable indicating the criti-
cality of the mission. A value of 5 will generate a corps
air augmentation if one is available. If JAAT Corps Air
teams are available a mission criticality of 5 will generate
6 Air Sorties with 3 teams consisting of one A-10 Air
Sortie and one attack helicopter sortie for each team.
If less than 3 air requests are input then the remaining
air sorties will be available at their respective bases
for deployment to other attack areas as air requests are
generated by the BLUE ground forces.
CALLER - An integer variable describing the battalion
seeking air support. For Corps Air Augmentation a value
of one may be input.
After the last air request has been input
(a zero must be input if no air requests are to be input)
then the number of Corps Air augmentations available must be
input. Although usually this will be one, more than one
may be made available. The input sequence is as follows.
N.CORAIR - A global, integer variable indentifying
the number of augmentations available. A total of three
air sorties (six for JAAT teams) must be preplanned for
each augmentation made available. If Corps Air Augmenta-
tion is not desired then a zero must be input and the next
array is not read.
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ACCOR - A 2-dimensional, integer array with one row
for each Corps Air Augmentation available and two columns.
In the first column the name of the platoon leader of the
first Air Sortie must be input and in the second column
the name of the last aircraft in the last sortie must be
input. For example, if N.CORAIR is one then ACCOR might
be
128 156
In this case BLUE element named 128 is the starting sequence
number and 156 the ending number for creating the entities
of the Crops Air Augmentation force. A call to routine
B. FORCES (128,156) will be effected by the first Corps Air
Augmentation request received.
STOP - A local integer variable which indicates the time
that the user desires the simulation to stop. For example
if the user inputs 4000 for STOP then the simulation would
STOP at time equal to 40 00 seconds.
NO. ROUTES - An integer, global variable describing the
total number of permanent AIR. ROUTES to be input.
CP.NO - A local, integer variable describing for each
route to be input the total number of control points for
the route. Each control point has 4 values associated with
it, namely the X, Y and Z coordinates and the height of
flight for movement to the next control point.
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B.BDE. ROUTE - An integer, global variable identifying
the last BLUE preplanned route which is the route that
crosses the BLUE defensive area connecting adjacent
battalion assembly areas.
For each permanent route there are two
or more preplanned attack positions, including assembly
areas and bases. The LIST. ROUTE array stores the area and
the final control point for that area for each route input.









Figure 1 Preplanned Route Structure
In the example above there are 5 routes,
with 1 to 4 beginning at a base and terminating at a forward
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attack area. Route number 5 connects assembly area 2 and
assembly area 5. For this example the input sequence
for the LIST. ROUTE array is as follows:
3 (NO.POS for route 1)
1 14 (Area 1, final CP 14)
2 6 (.Area 2, final GP 6)
7 1 (Area 7, final CP 1)
The remaining levels of the LIST. ROUTE array are presented
in condensed form.
3 3 12 2 6 7 1 (Route 2)
3 4 12 5 4 7 1 (Route 3)
3 6 12 5 4 7 1 (Route. 4
1
2 2 L 5 5 (Route 5)
Note that B.BDE. ROUTE, Route Number 5, has only 2 positions
connecting area 2 and area 5. The final control point for
area 2 along route 5 is CP number 1 while the final control
point for area 5 along route 5 is CP number 5. All other
routes are planned from the base to the attack areas, thus
the final control point for the base is the same for all
routes.
NODE.NET (I, J) - A 2-dimensional , integer array with I
ranging from 1 to the number of BLUE permanent routes and
for each l, j ranges from 1 to the total number of attack
areas and assembly areas that are connected by intersecting
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routes at an assembly area. For the example given in
figure 2, the NODE.NET array input sequence is as follows.
3 1 2 3 (Route 1)
3 3 2 1 (Route 2)
3 4 5 6 (Route 3)
3 6 5 4 (Route 4)
2 2 5
The first line above of data values indicates that an area
on route 1, namely area 1 connects with assembly area 2
and that area 2 also connects with area 3. Note that alter-
nating rows are identical except that the order is reversed.
For the brigade route, route 5, the NODE.NET array indicates
that area 2 and area 5 are connected assembly areas.
The LIST. ROUTE array and the NODE.NET
array are used in particular for redeployment of BLUE air-
craft between attack areas. If a flight must redeploy from
area 1 to area 6 then a temporary route will be created
linking route 1 from-CP 14 to CP 6, then route 5 from CP 1
to CP 5, and finally route 4 from CP 4 to CP 12.
STEP .AIR - A global, real variable whose magnitude
determines how closely a dynamically generated flight path
will trace the contour of the terrain over which the aircraft
is flying.
AC.RDCHECK.TIME - A global, real variable specifying
the time in seconds between successive redeployment checks
for all redeployable aircraft. A typical value used is




NUM. AREAS - An integer variable describing the number
of BLUE preplanned ground defensive positions. For each
preplanned ground defensive position there must be one air
attack area specified. The same air attack area may be
specified for more than one ground position but this may
result in more than one aircraft occupying a single attack
position.
AGLINK(I,J) - A 2-dimensional integer array with J
ranging from 1 to NUM. AREAS with I ranging from 1 to 2.
The ground defensive position number is input followed by
the air attack area number. For example, 112 1 indicates
that ground position number 112 is supported for air attack
from air attack position number 1. Neither the ground nor
air position numbers need be sequenced provided that pairs
are input.
R. COUNT - A global, real variable specifying the trigger
level for forward redeployment of RED aircraft. A platoon
of RED aircraft will redeploy to the next forward position
if the average number of detected targets is below R. COUNT
during a redeployment check. This value must be greater
than 1 (if redeployment forward is desired) since the
target list size is one even when no detections have been
made. A typical value is 1.5. For more rapid redeployment
a larger value may be specified.
SPACE. TIMEAC - A global, real variable which specifies
the initial spacing, in seconds, between fixed-wing aircraft
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orbiting about the same attack position. A typical value
used is 10 seconds.
G. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES AND ARRAYS INPUT BY ROUTINE
AIR3 . INIT
The variables and arrays described in this section are
read in by routine AIRS. INIT. The actual values used in
the sample simulation are found at Table XV in Appendix
C.
REACT. TIME - Global real variable used in routine
AIR. TACTICS. REACT. TIME, used in MODE = rapid indirect
fire, is the time interval representing the reaction time
required by a remote illuminator between missiles fired in
rapid succession. For example if REACT. TIME was equal to 5
seconds then if an ASH in MODE = operation had selected
3 targets then the AAH attack team member would fire 3
missiles with a delay of 5 seconds between each.
GUID.OFF - Global real variable used in routine
LASER. HANDOFF and event AC. VALIDITY. CHECK. For command or
laser guided missiles it is the small increment of time,
just before impact, during which, if guidance is lost, the
missile would still hit the target. The last guidance
validity check is made at GUID.OFF units before impact.
TERM. GUIDE. TIME - Global real variable with same function
as GUID.OFF in routine LASER. HANDOFF and event AC. VALIDITY.
CHECK. It is used for terminal guided missiles that are
command guided for the first segment of flight and then
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revert to terminal homing during the final segment of flight
to impact.
LASER. LOCK. PCT - Global real variable used in event
AC. VALIDITY. CHECK. It is a number between zero and one
representing the percentage of time that a laser guided
missile is expected to lock onto the laser beam of a
remote illuminator.
HIDE. TIME - Global real variable used in event AC. HIDE.
It is the amount of time that a popup aircraft will remain
in defilade when it hides.
EXPOSED. LIMIT - Global real variable used in numerous
routines. It is the amount of time a popup aircraft will
remain exposed before masking or going in to defilade.
Aircraft will not necessarily be exposed for exactly
HIDE.TIME units as a firing in progress is allowed to con-
tinue to impact even if EXPOSED. LIMIT is exceeded. In this
case a hide would be scheduled immediately upon impact if
a command guided munition was fired or upon completion of
event FIRE for non-guided munitions.
NUM. RIPPLE - Global integer variable. The maximum
number of missiles to be fired by an attack helicopter
employed in a rapid indirect fire, (MODE = 0) engagement.
MFCT - Global real variable. The Missile Flight Check
Time (JIFCT) inteirval is the frequency at which AC. VALIDITY.
CHECK events are scheduled for command guided munitions,
i.e., a guidance validity check is made every MFCT units
until GUIDE. OFF or TRM. GUIDE .TIME units before impact.
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ADA. ARRAY - A 2-dimensional integer array in which Air
Defense Methods of Fire variables are stored for each type
of air defense element represented. The number of rows
is read in as the variable N. AD. SYS, which should correspond
to the number of Air Defense system types being simulated.
The number of columns is read in as the variable N. AD. COLS,
which should be 13 . A diagram of a typical row of the
ADA array is shown in Figure 2 and a discussion of the
entries follows:
Columns 1 & 2 indicate the SYS. TYPE and WPN'.TYPE
of a ZSU air defense gun.
Column 3 indicates 2 bursts will be fired at helicopters,
Column 4 indicates a burst size of 3 rounds will be
fired at helicopters.
Columns 5 & 6 same as 3 St 4 except for fixed wing
aircraft.
Columns 7 & 10 indicate that inside a range of 500
meters ripple fire consisting of 4 bursts will be
fired at helicopters.
Column 8 contains the same information as column 7
except for fixed wing aircraft.
Column 9 indicates the average time interval in seconds
between bursts fired for an automatic gun system
or between missiles fired for a missile system.
In figure 2 a time interval of 1 second is indicated,
Column 11 indicates that there are 1000 rounds stored





1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
6 9 2 30 ^ 15 500 800 1 ^' 1000 - 120
6 6 1 1 1 1 1000 1500 1 1 il. - 300
Column 1: SYS. TYPE Code
Column 2: WPN.TYPE Code
Column 3* Number of bursts to fire at helicopters
Column ^: Burst size to fire at helicopters
Column 5* Number of bursts to fire at fixed wing
aircraft
Column 6: Burst size to fire at fixed wing aircraft
Column 7'' Range for ripple fire at helicopters
Column 8: Range for ripple fire at fixed wing aircraft
Column 9: Time between bursts
Column 10: Number of bursts to fire in ripple fire
Column 11
:
Number of rounds until reload
Column 12: Currently not used
Column 13s Reload time
Figure 2 ADA. ARRAY - Air Defense Methods of Fire
5^

been expended the ZSU will have to withdraw from
the battle to transfer on-board ainmunition from a
stored to a ready configuration.
Column 12 not used at this time.
Column 13 indicates that 120 seconds is needed to
reload or transfer on-board ammunition from a
stored to a ready configuration.
H. DESCRIPTION OF ARRAYS INPUT BY ROUTINE DANGER. STATE
Routine DANGER. STATE, called by routine AIR3.INIT, reads
the arrays POINT, HOLD and ARRAY which are described in this
section. The actual values used in the sample simulation
are found in Table XVI in Appendix C.
POINT. HOLD - A two-dimensional integer array that con-
tains tactics- and firing information for each weapon type.
ARRAY - A two-dimensional integer array which is des-
cribed in Chapter II and further described below. A target
selection ARRAY is stored for each weapon type represented.
A diagram of POINT. HOLD which has been extracted from ref
.
11 is shown below:
3 4 5 6 8
r











1. NUM. DS. ARRAYS: The number of rows of array POINT. HOLD
and the number of ARRAYS to be created.
2. WD: The number of columns of array POINT. HOLD.
3. Column 1: SYSTYPE: The system type of the firer
under consideration.
4. Column 2: WPNTYPE: The weapon type of the firer
under consideration.
5. Column 3: The storage location of the pointer
to the given system/weapon type's target selection
ARRAY.
6. Column 4: The target selection crew drill number
for this system/weapon type (used only for non-
air defense ground systems)
.
7. Column 5: The maximum acquisition range in meters
ft'
for the system/weapon type.
8. Columns 6-9: The maximum opening range in meters
for ammunition types 1 through 4
.
9. Columns 10-13: The muzzle velocities in meters
per second of ammunition types 1 through 4.
10. Column 14: A 1 indicates all ammunition types may
be fired on the move. A otherwise Ce.g., those
system/weapons with ATGM)
.
11. Column 15: The WE. HIT tactics number used in
routines WEHIT.AIR for air and air defense elements
and routine WE. HIT for ground elements to identify
the tactic to be used after a successful firing
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engagement. For air and air defense elements the
following codes are used:
Code Action
1 - Select another target
- No action
12. Column 16: The WE. MISS tactics number used in
routines WEMISS.AIR for air and air defense ele-
ments and routine WE. MISS for ground only elements
to identify the tactic to be used after an unsuccess-
ful firing engagement. For air and air defense
elements the following codes are used:
Code Action
1 - Select another target
2 - Refire orf the target that
was missed
— No action
13. Column 17: Time in seconds to remain in full
defilade after a WE. HIT/WE. MISS sequence (currently
not used for air and air defense elements)
.
14. Column 18: For ground only elements; alternate
ammunition type for use in routine TACTICS. For
air and air defense elements; the maximum number
of times that are element is allowed to refire at
a missed target.
An example of an ARRAY (Target Selection array) for





—^ ^ —K -A
- 1000 meters (6 S) 3 1 ^6 6j 1 1 ,^6^_6J 2 3
1000 - 2000 meters 6 9 13 1 6 6 111 6 6 12 3
> 2000 meters 6 9 23 1 6 6 211 6 6 22 3
The first row represents the 0-1000 m range band and
has 3 blocks of 4 numbers. The first 4 numbers indicate
that system type 6, weapon type 9 has a priority 3 using
ammunition type 1 within this range band. Thus numbers are
read in the following order:
System type of target
Weapon type of target
Priority of this target
Ammunition type to be used against this target.
Moreover, within system/weapon types, if more than one
priority is to be assigned within a range band, the blocks
of 4 numbers should be contiguous and the priorities increasing
to the right. A glance at the first row information for
system type 6 , weapon type 6 should convey the idea
.
If a firer may not engage targets in a given rangeband,
a row of 4 zeros CO 0) should be input for that
rangeband.
Since POINT. HOLD and ARRAY are filled in one operation,
some sample input for both arrays is shown (letters are






© ® (D (D
2 3 8 3500 3000 1500
217 1132
® ® Q @ @
3 3 20 3
3 1731 2813 2821
3 7 111 28 12 1 28 13 3
•2 1 7 21 1 2 8 222
a. NUM. DS. ARRAYS
b. WD
c. SYSTYPE (Coluinn 1 of POINT. HOLD)
d. WPNTYPE (Column 2 of POINT. HOLD)
e. Target selection crew drill number (Column 4 of POINT. HOLD)
f. Acquisition range (Column 5 of POINT. HOLD)
g. Opening range of ammo types (0 indicates ammo type
is not available) . (Columns 6-9 of POINT. HOLD)
.
h. Muzzle velocity of ammo types (0 indicates ammo type
is not available. (Columns 10-13 of POINT. HOLD)
i. Fire on move capability (Column 14 of POINT. HOLD)
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j. WE. HIT tactic number CColumn 15 of POINT. HOLD)
k,. WE. MISS tactic number (Column 16 of POINT. HOLD)
k^- Defilade time
k- . Alternate ammo for use in routine TACTICS
I, Number of 4 number blocks of target selection
infoimiation to be entered in the 0-100 meter
rangeband
.
m. The 0-1000 meter rangeband target selection
information,
n. As in 1, except for 1000-2000 meter rangeband.
o. As in m, except for 1000-2000 meter rangeband.
p. As in 1, except for > 2000 meter range band,
q. As in m, except for > 2000 meter range band.
A block of data in the manner described by c through
q is to be input for each system/weapon under consideration
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IV. SAMPLE SIMULATION PLAN
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the forces represented, the
tactics employed by the air and air defense elements and
the key parameter inputs for the sample simulation pre-
sented in this and the following chapter. The simulated
battle presented herein is a typical simulation using the
STAR-AIR model, however only one set or combination of the
many tactics, deployment schemes and fire control methods
that the user has to choose from is demonstrated.
Since this is a demonstration of the Air/Air Defense
model the ground routines of STAR are not included so
consequently the non-Air Defense ground elements only 1
occupy positions and move across the battlefield to serve i^
as targets for the air elements.
B. FORCES SIMULATED
The simulation plays a BLUE tank company team supported
with air defense and an attack helicopter company (-)
defending against an attacking RED tank company (+) which










ATK Helicopter Company (-)
BLUE Weapon Systems Simulated:
10 XMl
3 DIVAD Gun
3 ROLAND missile systems
3 STINGER MANPADS
9 AAH (3 AAH, 2 ASH, per Platoon, 3 Platoons per
6 ASH company)




2000 rounds 40 mm





250 rounds of 7.62 mm MG (stored
as 25 bursts of 10 rounds each)
8 HELLFIRE ATGM
250 rounds of 2 mm (stored as 25









Attack Helicopter Company (-)
RED Weapon Systems Simulated:
15 T72 W-L
3 BMP ^ '^'i
3 ZSU-23/4
3 SA-9
3 SA-7 (carried on the BMP & represented as AMMO
type 2 for the BMP)
7 HIND-D (3 Platoons per company with 2 Platoons con-
8 HIP-E sisting of 2 HINDs and 3 HIP ' s and 1 Platoon
consisting of 3 HIND ' s and 2 HIP's)
Initial Ammunition Load, RED Weapon Systems:
T-72: Not allowed to fire
BMP: 1 SA-7 AD missile
ZSU-23/4: 2000 rounds 23 mm
SA-9 12 AD missiles
HIND-D: 4 ATGM




250 rounds of 20 iran (stored as 25
bursts of 10 rounds each)
HIP-E: 2 ATGM
128 57 mm Rockets (stored as 4 pods
of 32 rockets each)
250 rounds of 20 mm (stored as 25
bursts of 10 rounds each)
C. TACTICS PLAYED AND VALUES OF KEY PARAMETERS
AIR Elements
The BLUE helicopters will use MODE = indirect rapid
fire tactics (discussed in Chapter II, Section D) , with the
ASH member of the attack team selecting up to 3 (NUM. RIPPLE
input) targets per engagement. The AAH member of the
attack team upon directions from the ASH fires up to 3
HELLFIRE missiles (corresponds to the number of targets
selected by the ASH) with a delay of 7 seconds (REACT. TIME
input) between each missile fired. The RED helicopters
will use MODE = 2 autonomous direct fire tactics. The
probability that any given laser guided missile successfully
locks onto the laser beam is .95 (LASER. LOCK. PCT input)
for this simulation. The validity of the guidance is checked
initially upon fire and thereafter every 10 seconds (MFCT
input) . The last guidance validity check will be made at
.25 seconds (GUIDE. OFF input) before impact. All helicopters
will employ popup tactics staying exposed for up to 30 seconds
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(EXPOSED. LIMIT input) at a time and when masked will stay
masked for 15 seconds (HIDE. TIME input) before poping up
again. Platoon Fire Control (attribute SEL.PLT = 1) and
target detection sharing among platoon members (attribute
DET.PLT =1) is played for both RED and BLUE helicopters.
The mission abort and hide when fired upon tactic is played
by the RED helicopters only. All helicopters will refire
at missed target up to two times and will initiate a new
target selection upon successful completion of an engagement.
AIR DEFENSE Elements
All air defense elements will share target information
within their platoons (DET.PLT = 1) and will employ no fire
control (SEL.PLT = 0), i.e., weapons free. They will
refire on missed targets up to two times and will initiate
a new target selection upon successful completion of an
engagement. The method or rate of fire for each air defense
system is indicated in Table II. The ZSU and DIVAD gun
systems each carry 2000 rounds with 1000 of those rounds in
a ready configuration. The reload time (to bring rounds
to the ready position) being played is 120 seconds. The
SA-9 and ROLAND missile systems each carry 12 missiles with
4 in a ready configuration. The reload time (to bring on
board non-ready missiles to a ready position) being played
is 12 seconds.
The opening or maximum ranges being played for each
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ATGM - 4000 m
20 nun Cannon - 3000 m
ASH
7.62 nun MG - 2000 m
HIND-D Sc HIP-E
ATGM - 4000 m
57 mm RKT - 3000 m
20 mm Cannon - 3000 m
ZSU
23 mm gun - 4000 m
DIVAD
30 mm gun - 4000 m
SA-9 missile - 4500 m
RLND missile - 4500 m
SA-7 missile - 3500 m
STINGER missile - 3500 m
No inferences should be made from any of the input
variables just described as the values were chosen solely
to exercise the model with little regard to actual weapon
system characteristics.
D. ORGANIZATION OF AIR FORCES
Aircraft are organized by sorties with each sortie
consisting of one helicopter platoon. All. air movement
between bases and attack areas is done as a sortie and movement
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within an attack area is done on an individual basis.
Each BLUE helicopter platoon consists of 2 sections with 2
AAHs and 1 ASH in one section and 1 AAH and 1 ASH in the
other section for a total of 3 AAHs and 2 ASHs per platoon.
The RED helicopter platoons also contain 2 sections with
a mix of HIND and HIP helicopters.
Both BLUE and RED helicopters are deployed using the 1/3
rule, with 1/3 (1 platoon) of the helicopter force in the
attack area, 1/3 en route to the attack area and 1/3 return-
ing to or at the Forward Area Rearm and Refuel Point (FARRP)
,
A time table illustrating how the BLUE (sorties 1 through 3)
and the RED (sorties 4 through 6) sorties are dispatched to
achieve this 1/3 rule is shown in Table III.
The RED FARRP or base is area 15 and the BLUE FARRP
or base is area 12. The RED helicopter force can best
support the RED attack from attack area 17 , so the platoons
are rotated through this area. The BLUE helicopter force
can best support the BLUE ground defensive positions from
attack areas 1 and 6. Row 1 of Table III indicates that
sortie number 1 was preplaced in attack area 1 and will
remain there until 380 seconds into the simulation. Row
2 of Table III indicates that sortie number 2 will be
launched from area 12 (base) at time = 0.0, will arrive in
Attack Area 1 at time =3 90 seconds (10 seconds after sortie
1 has departed) and will depart area 1 at time = 890 seconds,
Rows 3 through 6 contain the same information for sorties
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has returned to the FARRP (area 12) to refuel and rearm
and will depart for area 1 again, at time = 98 0. Note that
sortie 1 will arrive back in an attack area at time = 18 50
shortly after sortie 3 has departed from its attack area at
time = 1800, thus continuing to keep 1/3 of the helicopter
force in support of the ground forces at all times. If the
table were extended it would show the other sorties also
being launched again after rearming and refueling to arrive
back at an attack area at about the time that an on station
sortie is departing its attack area.
The 1/3 deployment rule just illustrated or any other
deployment rule is implemented by the proper selection of
values for the Air Sortie attributes pertaining to available
time, launch time, estimated flight time, total flight
time and turn around time. For a discussion of these
attributes see Chapter III, Section F.
E. POSITIONING OF FORCES AND SCHEME OF MANEUVER
The BLUE ground forces' positions and helicopter attack
areas as well as the initial RED ground positions and heli-
copter attack areas are shown in Figure 3. The RED forces
attack from east to west on line (running from north to
south) at a rate of 5 meters per second or approximately
10 miles per hour. The T-72 tanks and BMPs are in front
spaced 40 meters apart with the ZSUs and SA-9's 100 meters
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This chapter describes the simulated battle results by
tracing the progress of the battle over time. Description
of the sample battle is divided into 6 time segments to
facilitate the presentation and to draw attention to those
engagements illustrating specific features of the model.
The description of each time segment of the simulation
includes a table of the printed output which catalogs each
round fired during that segment followed by a narrative
description of the battle and a summary of the forces
remaining.
The output presented in Tables IV through IX is of two
forms, engagement information which is explained in Figure
4/ and aircraft movement information which will be explained
as it occurs in the output.
The engagements during time segment 1 are shown in Table
IV. The first two lines indicate that BLUE sortie (FLT)
number 2 is launched at time = to Attack Area 1 and RED
sortie (FLT) number 4 is launched to area 17. Sortie 1 has
been prepositioned and therefore is in attack area 1 at
the start of the battle. The next line in Table IV indi-
cates that at time 37.51 flight 4 has arrived and is deploying
in Attack Area 17
.
Apparently during the first 56 seconds of the simulation
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detected by the RED aircraft, so consequently all RED
aircraft engage element number 5. Similarly HIND helicopter
number 60 apparently is the only detected target for the
DIVAD platoon as all three DIVAD's (numbers 14, 15 and 16)
engage element number 60 between 6 9.1 and 7 0.1 seconds of
the simulation. Note that the DIVAD's are firing according
to the method of engagement that was input, which is to
fire two bursts with a 1 second delay between bursts. Shots
28 and 30 were both misses because the firers, HIND 59 and
60, were killed before the command guided ATGM's which
they fired had impacted. Also of interest are shots 29
and 31 in which the target, HIP number 61, masked after
the ROLAND missiles were launched but before they impacted.
The last series of engagements (shots 32-39) in this
segment find the RED ZSU platoon engaging ASH number 2 in
the same manner as the DIVAD engagements described above.
Note that ZSU number 53 having missed on his first two
bursts (rounds 32 and 34) immediately refires on the same
target as indicated by rounds 3 8 and 39, however the target
(ASH number 20) is killed by the burst fired by ZSU number
55 (round 36) before the rounds of ZSU 53 impact.





Summary of BLUE elements remaining at 97.5 seconds
Number Number
Wpn Type at Start remaining






94.1% of the BLUE force remaining
Summary of RED elements at 97.5 seconds
Number Number







94.9% of RED force remaining
The second time segment of the battle, shown in Table V,
is dominated by the air defense of both sides firing at
the opposing helicopters. The remaining HIP helicopters of
RED sortie 4 have expended their long range ATGMs and are
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are unable to return the fire of the BLUE air defense.
There is evidence of the use of the mission abort tactic
that was input for the RED helicopters as HIP member 63,
having detected the ROLAND missiles fired at him on shots
40 and 41 has masked by the time shot number 45 impacts.
However, HIP number 62 is not so fortunate as rounds 42-44
miss but he is not able to mask before shot 47 impacts and
kills him. This happened because the program requires 3
seconds for a helicopter to mask after detecting that it
has been fired upon. HIP number 63 having popped up again
is engaged on rounds 62 and 63 and again masks to avoid the
impact of rounds 64 and 65.
The BLUE helicopters are not employing the mission
abort tactic as is indicated by shots 50-57 against ASH
number 23. Rather, the BLUE helicopters only mask after
being exposed for approximately 30 seconds and not as a
result of a firing simulus. It should also be noted that
the only BLUE helicopters to be engaged are the ASHs since
the AAHs remain masked in the MODE = indirect fire tactic
being used by the BLUE helicopters. We observe the first
BLUE helicopter firing when, on shot 58, AAH number 24 fires
a laser guided ATGM illuminated by ASH number 23 that
results in a kill of ZSU number 53. ASH 23 apparently having
been exposed for approximately 3 seconds, masks immediately
after this last engagement and is in defilade before shots
59 and 60 impact.
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Shot number 61 is the next engagement of interest in
this time segment. The printout indicates that at time
= 160.4 this round was adjudged a miss because the laser
guided ATGM fired by AAH number 22 failed to lock on the
laser beam of ASH number 23 (i.e., L% greater than .95).
As the following summary tables for this segment indi-
cate, two-thirds of the RED air defense and almost 27%
of the RED helicopters have been destroyed while the BLUE
force has only sustained the loss of 1 XM-1 tank and 1 ASH.















Summary of RED elements remaining at 225.5 seconds
Number Number
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Time segment 3, shown in Table VI, begins with the
destruction of the last two RED air defense weapons (shots
82 and 85) and the firing of the last SA7 missiles by the
BMP's (shots 83 and 84). This leaves the BLUE helicopters
operating in an essentially threat free environment, so,
they turn their attention to their next priority, the RED
tanks
.
Three shot groups, rounds 90 through 92, 94 through 96
and rounds 97 through 99, illustrate the MODE = indirect
fire tactic which calls for an ASH to select up to three
targets and then illuminate the three missiles fired in
succession by an AAH.
At time 38 seconds (an input parameter) BLUE sortie 1
leaves Area 1 to return to base and 10 sec9nds later BLUE
sortie number 2 deploys in area 1 enabling the BLUE heli-
copter force to continue to support the BLUE defense against
the attacking RED force. The one remaining helicopter
(number 63) of RED sortie 4 manages to avoid the heavy
fire of the BLUE air defense and departs area 17 to return
to its base at time 53 seconds. RED sortie (FLT) 5 is
launched to area 17 at time 50 seconds to replace sortie
4.
As the summary tables for segment 3 indicate the RED
forces have been seriously attrited to 51% of their starting
force. All of the RED air defense and more than 50% of its
tanks have been destroyed.
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Summary of BLUE elements remaining at 507.6 seconds
Number Number







94.1% of the BLUE force remaining
Summary of RED elements remaining at 507.6 seconds
Number Number









51.3% of the RED force remaining
Time segment 4 shown in Table VII begins with the
arrival and deployment in area 17 of RED sortie 5 replacing
sortie 4 that had departed 10 seconds earlier. Other
airmove printouts in this segment include the launching
of BLUE sortie 3 at time = 550 and the arrival of sortie 3
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in area 6 at time = 900, 10 seconds after sortie 2 had
initiated a return to base from area 1.
This time segment is characterized by a heavy exchange
between the BLUE air defense and the RED helicopters,
with all 5 helicopters of sortie 5 being destroyed.
As the following summary tables indicate segment 4 ends
with 88.2% of the BLUE force remaining and only 30.8%
of the RED force remaining.
Summary of BLUE elements remaining at 900 seconds
Number Number









88.2% of the BLUE force remaining
Summary of RED elements rema ining at 900 :
Number Number
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Time segment 5 shown in Table VIII begins with BLUE
sortie 3, operating from attack area 6, destroying the
remainder of the RED tank force. BLUE sortie 1 is launched
at time 98 so as to arrive in the attack area when BLUE
sortie 3 is scheduled to depart. RED sortie 6 is launched
at time = 1000 and arrives for deployment in area 17 at
time = 1037. The arrival of RED sortie 6 results in a
renewed exchange (rounds 162-18 2) between the RED helicopters
and the BLUE air defense. Of particular note are rounds
162 and 163 in which the ATGM's fired by HIPs 72 and 73
are adjudged misses because line of sight between firer and
target is lost (i.e., PCT.VIS = 0.0). Also of interest
is round 17 5 in which HIND number 70 was guiding an ATGM
toward ROLAND number 18. The DEFA = 1 on the VLD.CHK line
associated with round 17 5 indicates that the round was
unsuccessful because the firer (HIND, 70) having masked as
a result of round 174 was in defilade when the missile
impacted.
As the following summary tables indicate the RED force
has been almost annihilated by the end of time segment 5.





Summary of BLUE elements remaining at 1105
Number Number







82.3% of BLUE force remaining
Summary of RED elements remaining at 1105
Number Number







12.8% of RED force remaining
Table IX contains the results for the final time segment
of the simulation. Obviously the remaining RED force
failed to be an effective fighting force in terms of numbers
long before this last time segment, however the stop criteria
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for this sample simulation was for time = 2000 so this
last segment is included in the interest of completeness.
Other criteria for stopping the simulation include a desig-
nated attrition percentage or position of advance reached
by the RED forces (i.e., if the RED forces advance past
the BLUE defense the simulation stops) . These stop simula-
tion criteria are of course user input.
The final summary of Forces Remaining indicates that
82% of the BLUE forces survive and only 5% (2 HIP heli-
copters) of the RED forces survive.
Summary of BLUE elements remaining at the end of simulation
(2000 seconds)
Number Number







82% of BLUE force remaining
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Summary of RED elements remaining at the end of simulation
(2000 seconds)
Number Number







5% of RED force remaining
It should again be emphasized that no inferences or
conclusions should be drawn from this simulation. The
purpose of this sample battle is solely to demonstrate the
STAR AIR/Air Defense model. The data used for the exercise
was greatly simplified and in no way represents what might
be the results of the model run with real weapon character-
istics data and valid maneuver schemes and positions.
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VI. FUTURE MODEL ENHANCEMENTS
STAR-AIR as described in this document represents a good
foundation and structure for incorporating air and air defense
play into STAR and hopefully will prove to be an important
step towards achieving the goal of developing a true
combined arms combat model. However, the effort should not
stop here as there is still much to be done. It is the
purpose of this chapter to highlight those areas which require
enhancement to more fully portray the role of air and air
defense in the combined arms environment.
^ The areas of most immediate importance are the fixed
f
wing dynamic attack flight profiles and the Joint Air Attack
Team (JAAT) logic which have not been thoroughly tested as
of this writing. Work in these areas by the authors is
continuing. Another area of significance is the incorporation
of accuracy and lethality data for all systems and the
creation of necessary interface routines. Depending upon
the level of resolution desired for damage assessment,
creation of new or incorporation of existing missile fly-
out models and gun ballastic models may be necessary.
A list of other areas in which work remains to be done
follows
:
1. Better representation of electronic detection devices.
2. Enhancement of the detection module to include powered
optics and other sighting devices.
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3. Representation of electronic counter-measures.
4. Better representation of long range air defense
systems with multiple and diverse radar systems.
It is the intent of the authors to continue to develop




The flowchart presented in this appendix only highlights
the major components of the model to show the general
structure and flow of the program.
Within the flowchart the following non-standard figure
is used:
an Event













The PREAMBLE defines all global
variables, functions, sets,
entities and events.
Event SORTIE launches flights
according to the user input
deployment scheme or to fulfill
dynamically generated requests
for air support.
Event AC.STEP.TIME which actual-
ly drives the simulation is
recursively scheduled every
AC. DELTA. T seconds. It calls
appropriate routines to update
positions, check line of sight
and initiate the detection pro-
















Air and ground movement routines
are called to update the posi-
tions of all elements.
Line of sight is checked and
element positions are updated'
not only at each AC . STEP . TIICE
"but in each of the major events
such as DETECT, TARGET. SELECT,
FIRE, missile guidance
AC. VALIDITY. CHECK and IMPACT.
Detections can be generated as















As targets are detected they are
added to the detector's target
list. If target information shar-
ing is being played for the
detector then the detected tar-
get is also added to the target
lists of the other members of
the detector's unit.
In conjunction with events
TARGET. SELECT and FIRE appro-
priate routines are called to
implement the fire control,
method of engagement and tac-
tics specified by the user.
Event AC. VALIDITY. CHECK which
checks the guidance validity of
commanded guided missiles is
recursively scheduled throughout









The action taken upon the com-
letion of an engagement depends
upon the results of that en-
gagement and the tactics speci-




GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AAH - Advanced Attack Helicopter
ADA - Air Defense Artillery
ALO - Air Liaison Officer
ASH - Advanced Scout Helicopter
ATOM - Anti-Tank Guided Missile
A-10 - Air Force's heavily armored, close air support
jet airplane
BLUE - Team referring to friendly defensive forces
BMP - WARSAW PACT Forces' mechanized infantry carrier
Bn - Abbreviation referring to a battalion organization
CAS - Close Air Support
Co - Abbreviation referring to a company organization
DIVAD - Future U.S. Army Divisional Air Defense Gun
FARRP - Forward Area Resupply and Refuel Point; U.S. Army
helicopter forward logistical supply points
Fit - Abbreviation for flight
FAC - Forward Air Controller
HELLFIRE - A laser guided anti-tank missile fired by the
U.S. Advanced Attack Helicopter
Hind - WARSAW PACT Forces' assault helicopter
HIP - WARSAW PACT Forces ' armed transport helicopter
Illuminator - Term used to indicate the lasing source for




- Joint Air Attack Team; referring to Air Force
A-lO's and Army Attack Helicopters operating
together as a team.
MANPADS - Man Portable Air Defense System
Pit - Abbreviation referring to a platoon organization
Remote Designator - Term referring to an element, other
than the firer, that is lasing or
designating a target for a laser guided
missile to home in on
ROLAND - Future U.S. short range air defense missile
system
SA-9 - WARSAW PACT short range air defense missile
system
SA-7 - WARSAW PACT man portable air defense missile
system
Sec - Abbreviation referring to a section organization
Sortie - Sortie is not used in the normal context but
rather in this document a sortie is synonymous
with a flight of aircraft.
STAR - Simulation of Tactical Alternative Responses;
acronym for the basic ground direct fire combat
model
STAR-AIR - Simulation of Tactical Alternative Responses,
Air to Ground and Air Defense; an acronym for
the air, air defense model developed for STAR
STINGER - Future U.S. man portable air defense missile
system
T-72 - WARSAW PACT Forces' Main Battle Tank
XM-1 - Future U.S. Main Battle Tank
ZSU - WARSAW PACT Air defense anti-aircraft gun system
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APPENDIX Cj sample SIMULATION DATA INPUT
This appendix contains the actual data values used in
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